x:panda

™
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R82 | a part of Etac

x:panda is a multi-adjustable seating
system that can be conﬁgured to meet
a range of postural requirements and to
accommodate growth. Its dynamic back
allows a child to extend and push back
against relatively light resistance. It is
available in 4 sizes.
FABRIC

160- 460 mm

The x:panda has a
unique dynamic back
that absorbs the
energy of extension

160 - 520 mm

270 - 680 mm

max. 80 kg

Multi-adjustable
Overlap in sizing means that the starting option always offers
the maximum growth potential coupled with individual leg
positioning to offer an improved base of support and additional
support for maintaining the correct degree of
abduction/adduction if required

Back recline
The patented articulation of the back rest has been designed
to eliminate shear and sliding during extension. This means
that support remains uniquely in position during movement
improving functionality and comfort for the user

Growth
Individual growth in width, depth and back height
extends the life of the seat and accomodates the
greatest range of sizes for any chair on the market
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Accessories
1

2
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6
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1

Folding top

2

Non-dynamic gas spring

6

Swing-away side supports

10 Overarm supports

87401x0 & 9589100

5

891100x

9

839xx-xx
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4

9

10
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12

Back rest extension

3

Hip supports

7

8910655-x60

8910404-4

8910407-x

Back width extensions

4

Quick locks

8

8910409-45

8910702-x0

11 Upper arm supports
8910407-x0

Fixed rod
891150x

Side supports/Armrest

8910401-x, 8910401-xP/891061x

12 Extra padding
8910404-PADx
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13 Tray/Toy bar

891072x-x/8910740

Justin, 6 years old
“eating my breakfast and getting ready for school”

14 Cover plate
8910406-4

15 Foam back plate
8910406-x

16 Pommel
8910408-x

17 Seat wedges
8910405-x

Read more at R82.org
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